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CRITICS’ CHOICE
LEGACY Acclaimed art
critic Richard
Bartholomew’s writings
shaped the contemporary
Indian art scene. The Art
Critic is a complilation of
his writings spanning
three decades from 1950s
to the early 1980s
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The World of Sailoz Mookherjea,
published in “Thought”
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hile names like Tyeb
Mehta and MF Husain
invoke instant recall, the
person whose writings
communicated what
their works were about to the public
is less well-known. It was Richard
Bartholomew — writer, art critic, poet,
painter, photographer, and one-time
secretary of the Lalit Kala Academy
— who captured the change that artists
of the Progressive Art Movement were
bringing about. Now, a new book, The
Art Critic, published by BART, will
attempt to reacquaint people with
Bartholomew’s critical writings on art
from across three decades.
It wasn’t just his writing — spanning three decades from the 1950s to
the early 80s — that shaped the contemporary Indian art scene, recall
artistic greats of the time. He was
directly responsible for nurturing it
and reached out to upcoming, young
talent and worked relentlessly to build
a sense of community among promising and established artists.
“Richard was more than just an art
critic — he was very much a part of the
art movement of the time,” says A
Ramachandran, who as a young artist,
showed up on the Delhi art scene in 1964.
“At that time, the art activity was
very limited. There were just one or
two galleries. But what mattered were
the reviews of professional art critics,
such as Dr Charles Fabri and Richard
Bartholomew, which could make or
break an artist. They carried a lot of
weight. I remember that my first
exhibition got favourable reviews. One
evening, there was a knock on my door
and I found Richard standing there.
Having liked my work, he had come to
invite me for dinner. What was
amazing for me was that this eminent
personality showed no sign of any
awkwardness inviting an unknown,
young painter over to his house,”
says Ramachandran.
There was a real need for a person
like Bartholomew to be able to connect a rather bewildered public with
the artists of the new movement, who
were trying to break free from the
Bengal School of Art, a movement
characterised by its nationalistic hues.
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RICHARD WAS MORE THAN
JUST AN ART CRITIC. HE WAS A
PART OF THE ART MOVEMENT
OF THAT TIME. HE DIRECTLY
NURTURED AND REACHED OUT
TO UPCOMING TALENT
Artists, together known as the
Progressive Artists Group, such as FN
Souza, SH Raza, MF Husain and
Manishi Dey, were making serious
efforts to bring Indian art on to the
international scene by encouraging
Indian avant-garde.
Artists remember Bartholomew as
a person of immense integrity, says
eminent painter Ram Kumar. He is
also remembered for his skill with the
language and acute sense of differentiation between good and bad art.
“I recall Richard’s writing to be a
bit more direct than other critics and
people used to worry about what he
was going to write about their work.
He was crafty with his use of words,”
says Ramachandran.
He recalls, “Once, while the family
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Richard Bartholomew, self portrait, Delhi, 1956

was living with us, Richard wrote a
negative review of one of my paintings
called ‘Machine’. On the day that it
appeared, we were sitting down to
dinner when he noticed that my wife
was sullen. He detected that it must
be because of the review. He smiled
and said, “The art critics of India seem
to affect not just the artists, but the
artists’ wives too,” which immediately lightened the mood.”
It was, however, Bartholomew’s stint
with the Lalit Kala Akademi that is not
remembered as fondly.
“I remember Richard as an honest
person who believed in every word
he said or wrote. Unfortunately, later
he became involved with the Lalit Kala
Akademi, which was then a centre for
art intrigues and people conspiring
against each other. He stopped
writing and became more of a bureaucrat. I missed his honest views on art
during that time,” says Kumar.
Especially in the 1970s, it was these
things that the Lalit Kala Akademi had
come to represent that artists
disliked. Bartholomew himself had
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been critical of the Academy, the
National Gallery of Modern Art and
had questioned the role of the state
in promoting art.
“I thought of Richard as an important person and felt he had an
important role to play at the Lalit Kala
Akademi. In that, I supported him. He
did well by the Akademi though I can’t
say that the Akademi did well by
him,” says Krishen Khanna, much
celebrated painter associated with the
Progressive Art Movement.
Other aspects of the man, however, endeared him to whoever come in
contact with him.
“Richard was also a wonderful cook.
I remember he had ‘invented’ this
amazing Burmese dish that could be
had as a snack, made with peanuts
and ginger, among other ingredients.
Among friends it became very
popular and we even started referring
to it as ‘the Richard Bartholomew’,
or simply wanting to have ‘Richard’,”
recalls Khanna.
for more information on the book, go to
www.richardbartholomew.info/artbook

henever the gulmohars flower
and the jacarandas underline
the blue of the Indian summer,
memories of Sailoz Mookherjea
will crowd and blur, for Sailoz was
a continual and colourful blur. And
his art was himself, always. And
recalling the Sailoz that was, the
man, and conjuring up those pictures that he painted I begin to feel
a kind of thirst, a call of the summer of the senses inside me that is
a sort of blur. I recall Sailoz, glass
in hand, looking over the gulmohars in Connaught Place. Sailoz in
a sunset of sadness that is between
shades of the loneliness of the
supremely finite artist, always
between illusion and reality.
The world passed by Sailoz
Mookherjea in the Connaught
Place restaurant in those days
when drinking in public places
was not prohibited — youth and
gaiety, figures in money and flesh,
men and women who could buy
art, but didn't, those who would
never understand it, and men and
women who would stop begging if
only it were not so profitable. The
mercury vapour lamps burned,
the redness dimmed, and for
Sailoz the past and the future bubbled like the soda in his whisky. In
a world where isms had begun to
vie with one another and the
young were beginning to forget
the old, Sailoz sat looking over his
whisky — at weariness itself. Sunk
in a cane chair on the corridor
above the shop that sold pastries,
sweets, cheese-straws, and brown
bread, here was this middle-aged
artist entrenched in youth. That
was Sailoz almost 10 years ago.
If you went up to see him, you
had to climb a stairway the walls of
which professed a fresco. Whatever
rhythms the band upstairs frisked,
a giant cat from the decoration
looked at you from behind a motley
façade — unwinking, unkind, callous and preying. I would give anything now to have Sailoz photographed against that cat. Gentle
and fragile and birdlike always,

Sailoz and the cat, it seemed, stood
on different walls. This is speaking
sentimentally of the past, for it was
somewhere between these harsh
realities that Sailoz took notice of
me for the first time when I was
younger and had just begun to
write art criticism as a form of literary exercise, and I knew less of
Sailoz, how he was placed as a man
and as an artist. I knew one thing
then, intuitively — that art criticism, to be real, had to live a life of
words. That is the ultimate truth
about criticism. I know that Sailoz
then knew one thing, and that he
practised it consistently — that
painting, to be real, had to live the
life of an inner necessity. He never
painted what he believed was
beyond him. Sincerity, therefore,
came naturally to him.
But to return. Sailoz gave up the
company of his glass and of whatever cronies that surrounded him to
tug me by the sleeve. “Very good,”
he said, and I saw that his eyes
were bleared. “Your article, very
fine.” Then he smiled, very briefly.
Then he sat down, or was tugged
back into his seat by steadier
friends. He shook his head in deprecation of the unknown. Then he
pointed a finger at me. “Must
write,” he said. “Very good.” It was
not a review of his work that had
prompted this compliment. He was
not painting much then. Later,
some observations of mine made
Sailoz take up the brush again. “You
will see,” he said. And there was a
twinkle so characteristic of his
sober sight. “I have works,” he went
on. “Come. Quietly I am painting.
Some landscapes. You will see.”
It was the same man speaking. I
was older by three years, Sailoz was
older by three seasons; the landscapes were mistier, there was a
veil of night over those fields of
Tughlakabad. Like that of his
beloved Van Gogh, his style was
more cryptic, more in the shorthand of the sure sensibility. Sailoz
had the old Kiss theme redone, and
strangely enough, reflections in the
water were some of his themes.
Music, too, in the form of a shanai
player piped for Sailoz the “still sad
music of humanity”.

Retelling the story of the ‘Calypso Cricketers’
GRIT Fire In Babylon, out in theatres this week,
tells the story of how West Indies team fought
racial abuse with fiery bowling
Gulu Ezekiel

F

or 35 years — from 1976 to 2011
— I held a grudge deep in my
heart against the fast bowling
tactics of the legendary
West Indies cricket team that
made them undisputed masters for
nearly two decades.
The mighty Windies under the
captaincy of first Clive Lloyd and then
Viv Richards were like the

Brazilian football team — every neutral
fan’s favourite. But not mine.
My longstanding grouse arose from
the 1976 Test match in Kingston,
Jamaica (the chapter in Sunil Gavaskar’s
Sunny Days is titled Barbarism in
Kingston). The highlights were shown
in India. What I saw in black and white
appalled me.
Years later my interactions with many
of the protagonists in both a professional
capacity as a sports journalist and my
warm friendship with the captain Bishan
Singh Bedi in particular only deepened
my resentment.
Then last year I heard of the
documentary, Fire in Babylon (released
in theatres in India on September 21)
about the glory days of Windies cricket, now a distant memory since they
surrendered their world crown to
Australia in 1995. Watching the DVD at
home had a profound effect on me.
It allowed me to understand the context of the tactics employed by Lloyd
and his pace spearhead Michael Holding
which left the Indian batsmen battered
and bruised in the pre-helmet days when
there were no restrictions on bouncers
and home umpires were scared to warn
their bowlers.
Forgiveness may be a strong word.
Stevan Riley’s Fire In Babylon is a
tribute to West Indies cricket team
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After all, no one was killed (though the
courageous Anshuman Gaekwad’s injuries
were life-threatening). But considering our feeble opening bowling ‘attacks’
of those days, the Windies tactics to
my mind were mean and excessive.
The 1975-76 season was the trigger.
Lloyd’s men had just returned from a
battering in Australia. It was bad
enough they were routed 5-1 in what
was billed as the world championship
of cricket as the dreaded fast bowling
pair of Dennis Lillee and Jeff Thomson
left them with broken bones and
shattered psyches.
What was worse was the racial abuse
they had to suffer from the Australian
public. It was deeply degrading and left
them seething with anger and feelings of revenge.
Lloyd’s job was on the line and when
India scored a world record 406 for four
to win the third Test at Port of Spain,
Trinidad to level the series 1-1, it led to
a radical rethink. No longer would spinners play a part, it was going to be all
out pace directed at the unprotected
heads of the batsmen just as the Aussies
had done so mercilessly.
With half his team in hospital, Bedi
had no choice but to practically concede the Kingston Test in what Holding
and wicket-keeper Deryk Murray refer
to as “surrender.” Lloyd won the series
2-1, kept his job and never looked back.
The bowling appeared brutal at the
time and hurt me deeply. With West
Indies cricket lurching from one crisis to another from the mid-90s till now,
it gave me a sense of perverse pleasure every time I saw one of their batsmen hit by an opposition fast bowler.
If it was an Indian bowler, for me it was
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England’s Derek Underwood dodges a bouncer from the ‘Whispering Death’
PATRICK EAGAR
(Michael Holding) in Old Trafford, 1976

like karma for Kingston’76.
But context is everything and Fire in
Babylon opened my eyes.
For those proud black West Indians
cricket was a vehicle to showcase their
skills to the world and prove that they
were in no way inferior to their white
former colonial masters. India in 1976
were simply at the wrong place at the
wrong time in cricket history. But it was
never personal.
It is another matter now that cricket in the West Indies is heavily dependent on the ‘East Indian’ community. Back
then it was all about ‘Black Power’ and
so the likes of Rohan Kanhai and Alvin
Kallicharan do not get a mention.
I still maintain I am no fan of the West
Indian style of all-out pace and punish-

ing batting that was their hallmark.
Cricket was reduced to a battle of
resilience and attrition with the awesome fast bowling quartet barely managing 70 overs in a day. The bouncers
were overdone and batsmen were forced
into a shell of self-preservation.
The authorities’ hands were forced
as injuries piled up despite helmets coming in from 1978. Bouncers were curtailed, a minimum of 90 overs per day
was mandated. Spin bowling made a
glorious comeback. Cricket was no longer
one-dimensional and purely physical.
But the Windies were blameless. They
had at their disposal an almost endless
supply of brilliant fast bowlers and like
countries had done throughout cricket
history, used them to optimum effect.

The condemnation which came mainly
from the English media was hypocritical. After all, who had devised ‘Bodyline’?
Andy Roberts, Michael Holding,
Colin Croft, Joel Garner, the immortal Malcolm Marshall…the list was
seemingly endless.
The batting lineup was equally
awe-inspiring. No scope for wristy subtlety here either. Led by the regal Viv
Richards, backed up by Gordon Greenidge,
Desmond Haynes, Lloyd and others, all
these past masters have their say,
eloquently conveying the pride they took
in inspiring their oppressed people.
The greatest tribute one can pay to
director Stevan Riley is that his movie
is a spiritual successor to Trinidadian
CLR James’ seminal book Beyond a
Boundary first released in 1963 which
opened the eyes of the world to the
part cricket played in the struggle of the
West Indian people. It combined
cricket, race and Marxism to convey
their poignant story.
Riley uses the magical medium of
music to convey his own message, specifically reggae and calypso and the powerful songs of Bob Marley for which
the Caribbean is so famous.
It has become cricket’s most hackneyed quote. But I cannot resist ending
this ‘confessional’ with James’ immortal line: “What do they know of cricket
who only cricket know?”
That could well be the catch-phrase
for ‘Fire in Babylon’, an inspiring
work that forced my change of heart
after all these years of resentment
and bitterness.
— The writer is a freelance journalist
and author of numerous sports books
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